
Case study 1 

Background 

This student has recently been identified as dyslexic. Her main barrier to fully accessing 
her learning is reading. When she is reading the text appears to move on the screen or on 
the page causing her to lose her place and to have difficulty decoding and reading some 
words. It takes her a lot of energy to decode a text and her comprehension is hindered 
due to this effort. Finding reading a challenge has had an impact on her self esteem and 
confidence in her ability with literacy. Other areas of the curriculum are impacted when 
reading is required as it often is. She is very motivated to learn and always gives her best 
effort in class.


How 1:1 iPads have supported 


The student has their own iPad which is set up to her preferences. The Support for 
Learning teacher at school worked with her on the Intuitive Coloured Overlays Test and 
identified a certain coloured tint helps to settle text and make it easier to read. She can 
turn this tint on when she is reading or writing on her iPad but can also turn it off when 
drawing or taking photos. She zooms in on text to help her keep focus on what she is 
reading and has an on screen pointer to keep her place. She also often uses the speak 
text function and asks the iPad to read a block of text to her. This allows her to access 
research tasks or to read through her written work independently.


The inbuilt support that the iPad has offered this student has really boosted her 
confidence. She is able to work independently using the tools to support her. Her teacher 
has noted the confidence the iPad  gives her. She has the ability but she hasn’t been able 
to demonstrate fully or ‘own it’. She can have support in her learning but without an adult 
or peer by her side this has resulted in a visible increase in her self esteem.


Next steps - to build on her knowledge of accessibility features that would further support 
her and give her independence through primary and into secondary.


Pupil Voice - Hear an interview with a pupil discussing using their iPad to support 
their learning. Click Here 

https://glowscotland-my.sharepoint.com/:f:/g/personal/gw10westcotthelen_glow_sch_uk/Ep8igTKkkSBPrjXAKAzm7zQBR-G9m4_rnXnW2jqfXeZIwQ


Case Study 2 

 
Background 

This student receives support with his learning across literacy and numeracy. He can lack 
motivation when it comes to his learning and needs engaging in class. He is easily 
distracted and will be off task if he feels it is challenging. His challenges in reading have 
impacted his ability to access class learning resources independently. All text based 
activities would need to be supported by an adult in order for him to engage and 
contribute fully.


How has the iPad helped? 
The iPad is very motivating for him, and he sees it as his own tool for learning. This 
means he can revisit his own work whenever he needs to reactivate his prior learning 
along with the supports he needs. The iPad is a link with home so they can regularly see 
his learning tasks and support further.  He can also use the tools that support him in class 
to help with home learning. He uses speak to text and text to speak for his reading and 
writing. This allows him to work independently on literacy tasks and organise his thoughts 
more easily.  Voice notes and recordings allow him to articulate his understanding for his 
teacher and for him to listen back to in the future. His teacher is able to give feedback as 
a voice note which he can access and act upon.


His class teacher has commented that having 1:1 iPads has allowed her to set things up 
in advance to support or differentiate his learning knowing that he will be able to access 
he can also revisit instructions he needs to by listening to the steps recorded by his 
teacher. The iPad tools have been brilliant for recording his writing so that he can share 
his own ideas and check his own work. She can also get a better understanding of what 
he has written which would be challenging if it was written by hand. 

Next steps

To continue to develop skills in using tools on the iPad that can support in learning such 
as predictive text and immersive reader.


